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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.
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Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY



Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please 
complete the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY
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What is a Direct Listing?
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• A direct listing is a transaction in which a company becomes a publicly listed and 
traded SEC reporting company in a transaction not involving a traditional IPO

• Issuer registers its common stock under Section 12 of the Exchange Act of 1934 
and concurrently lists its common stock on a stock exchange
o As a result, existing stockholders can sell their shares immediately after listing

• In early iterations, direct listings were secondary offerings only - no new capital
o In recent years, Nasdaq and NYSE have adopted rules to permit direct listings with a 

capital raise

• NYSE and Nasdaq both have proposed numerous rule changes in response to 
competition from the other exchange and SEC comments
o We expect rulemaking and market practice to develop further



The Direct Listing Process
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• The novelty of a direct listing
o A “direct listing” is not as novel as has been suggested
o Spin-offs are a type of direct listing
o Foreign issuers with non-US listings also have listed on US exchanges through direct 

listings
o Debtors have emerged from bankruptcy as listed companies

• Form S-1/F-1 Registration Statement
o Preparation, review and comment process similar to process in IPO
o May be confidentially filed, flip to public 15 days before “investor day”
o SEC also insists on public filing 15 days before effectiveness even in absence of 

investor day
o Trading typically begins 5 days after effectiveness
o Company typically commits to maintain effectiveness for 90 days



The Direct Listing Process
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• Disclosure
o Disclosure for a direct listing is similar to IPO disclosure, with some differences:

o Nature of shares being registered
o Explanation of opening price
o Plan of distribution
o Risk factors

• Stock Exchange Listing
o Significant listing requirements for direct listing on NYSE / Nasdaq Global Select

o At least $250 million in aggregate market value of publicly held shares
o 400/450 round lot shareholders
o 1.1 -1.25 million publicly held shares
o Minimum initial reference price of $4.00/$4.50 
o Minimum financial standards

o Lower listing standards for Nasdaq Global Market and Nasdaq Capital Market



The Direct Listing Process
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• Stock Exchange Listing
o Company retains a financial advisor

o Helps the company with drafting the registration statement and positioning the 
company for public trading

o Provides a valuation to ensure compliance with listing standards
o Does not meet with investors or engage in bookbuilding
o Wants to ensure that it is not an underwriter under Securities Act of 1933

o Exchange designates a dedicated market maker (different from financial advisor)
o Opens trading at a stable price and maintains trading continuity in early days of 

trading
o Dedicated market maker consults with company’s financial advisor on valuation, 

opening market price, and potential selling interest from existing shareholders



The Direct Listing Process
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• Direct Listing with a Capital Raise
o Both NYSE and Nasdaq have adopted new rules to permit companies to raise capital 

alongside a direct listing
o Initial rules provided that the initial price must be within the price range on the cover of 

the prospectus, and all shares must be sold within that range
o Exchanges have sought flexibility to price above or below this range with additional 

sensitivity disclosure



The Direct Listing Process
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• Marketing 
o Typically “testing the waters” meetings plus “Investor Day”
o Largely led by company personnel – financial advisors not involved in investor meetings
o Investment bank research analysts not involved pre-listing

• Market-based price discovery
o In direct listings, the registration statement often becomes effective in advance of 

trading, and companies provide forward-looking guidance before trading starts
o On the first day of trading, an auction begins, and buyers and sellers adjust their orders 

for several hours
o The market maker opens the stock once the market reaches price equilibrium

o In theory, the larger volume of buy and sell orders should result in a more accurate 
opening price than the traditional bookbuilding process

o Better price discovery means an issuer and existing shareholders are not as likely to 
leave money on the table compared to the traditional IPO “pop”



Advantages of Direct Listing Relative to a Traditional IPO
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• Equal access for all investors, not just large institutions and others investors that 
traditionally have access to IPO shares
o Companies often reach out directly to retail investors, which is unusual for a 

traditional IPO
o Institutional investors are on a level field with retail investors

• Equal access for all sellers
o In traditional IPOs, it is uncommon for many shareholders to sell their shares
o In a direct listing, a much larger market provides more opportunities for 

shareholders to sell shares

• No dilution from issuance of new shares



Advantages of Direct Listing Relative to a Traditional IPO
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• Efficient price discovery
o The market sets the opening price for the shares, rather than a negotiation 

between the company and the underwriters
o In theory, the opening price is based on supply and demand and therefore 

should eliminate the implied discount in an IPO

• Reduced transaction costs
o Financial advisory fees tend to be significantly lower than traditional 

underwriting fees (often less than 50%)
o May have slightly less “process” than traditional IPO



Advantages of Direct Listing Relative to a Traditional IPO
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• Lock-up
o Direct listings are not subject to customary 180-day IPO lock-up
o Immediate liquidity for all shareholders whose shares are registered
o Other shareholders may sell after 90 days, when Rule 144 becomes available
o However, recent direct listings have experimented with lock-ups to facilitate 

an orderly distribution



Disadvantages of Direct Listing Relative to a Traditional IPO

• Investor education process falls on management significantly more than in traditional 
IPO

• Companies do not benefit from the extensive marketing effort of the underwriters

• Less control by company as to core new investors, including key long term institutional 
investors

• Ninth Circuit held that both registered and unregistered shares are traceable to the 
registration statement. This increases Section 11/12 liability as to all shares. Appeal is 
pending.

• Unclear path to developing following of research analysts

• Potentially less liquidity for lesser known companies
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Disadvantages of Direct Listing Relative to a Traditional IPO

• Potentially small public float

• Greater volatility due to absence of stabilization by underwriters

• Increased risk of reputational harm due to unsuccessful transaction

• Limited execution history, particularly with capital raises alongside direct listing

• Direct listing with a capital raise remains untested

• Existing shareholder agreements often contain conversion rights that are not 
properly triggered by a direct listing
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What Companies Are Good Direct Listing Candidates?

The direct listing process may become more widely used.  In the meantime, the best 
candidates likely will have:

• Well known brand
• Recognition by retail investors
• Profitability or sufficient cash position from prior capital raise or concurrent private 

placement
• Sufficient number of shareholders/market value to meet stock exchange 

requirements
• Well developed IR/PR team able to plan and execute investor meeting/marketing 

process
• Foreign private issuers with an existing non-US listing
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Thank You

Boris Dolgonos

bdolgonos@gibsondunn.com

Hillary H. Holmes

hholmes@gibsondunn.com
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